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>> What we offer

Our commitment to quality is vitally important to the success of both

Robinson Manufacturing and our customers.

We are registered to ISO 9002 and are a long standing member of the

Trussed Rafter Association.

Our design engineers work closely with architects, surveyors and

contractors to provide part or complete roof truss systems from

wallplates upwards. 

To date Robinson Manufacturing have a wealth of experience in

developing roof truss systems for housing developments with a

variety of major national house builders, supermarkets, schools,

hospitals and courtrooms to mention but a few.

To complement our design and manufacturing capabilities we also

offer consultancy and on-site advice and training.

All Robinson roof trusses are designed to BS5268 and meet

ISO 9001:2000 quality assurance.

Robinson Manufacturing Ltd has designed and manufactured roof trusses for over twenty years and is equipped

with the latest design technology and software from Gang-Nail® Systems. We design and manufacture roof

trusses from very simple designs for affordable housing through to highly creative and complex designs for

prestigious and luxury developments.
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Robinson Manufacturing's flexible approach to the manufacture of roof trusses means that we can supply

individual roof truss packs or complete truss sets. We can also offer a 5 day turnaround premium express

service with all trusses packed and clearly identified to your specification.

Why customers use Robinson roof trusses

>> Trussed Rafter Association

The Trussed Rafter Association (TRA) is the trade

body which represents the interests of the whole of

the Prefabricated Timber Roof Truss Industry.

The TRA is recognised as the voice of the industry

and as such Robinson Manufacturing work with the

TRA to develop sound, safe and creative roof truss

systems which are in the interests of the public, its

customers and other TRA members.

For 20 years, Robinson Manufacturing have been key suppliers of

roof trusses to Britain's premier housebuilders Persimmon Homes,

and of Ecojoists® for over 5 years.

“We have always received a very professional and 

effective service from Robinson Manufacturing,

who have worked together in partnership with us

to improve and enhance our roof and floor joist

construction methods.

Robinson constantly score maximum ratings from

our sites for their prompt and efficient service.

”Richard Wright

Persimmon Homes Central Regional Chairman



>> Providing added value

From the outset, Robinson Manufacturing will conduct

feasibility studies for all roof truss projects and advise the most

suitable methods to meet the project specification in regard to

technical, structural integrity and aesthetic requirements. This

ensures that customers benefit from receiving 'fit for purpose'

cost-effective solutions regardless of the complexities of the project.

Through utilising the latest CAD technology we can offer customers

a virtual 'walk through' of projects. This is extremely useful where

attention needs to be paid to potential problem areas or where

specific methods need to be adopted within complex projects.

Robinson Manufacturing also provide on-site 'best-practice'

guidance for installation of roof trusses along with technical support

throughout the life of all projects. 

>> Gang-Nail®

Robinson Manufacturing work closely with Gang-Nail® on a

continuous basis of product development. This arrangement

enables us to offer new products and construction technologies

to our customers.

>> Sales and Technical support

Our sales and technical support teams have many

years of relevant industry experience.

We work closely with architects, engineers,

contractors, surveyors and builders to offer expert

advice from initial building development stages to

co-ordinated supply of the finished product.

We can also offer on-site support and training for

the timber engineered products we supply.



Robinson Manufacturing supplies prefabricated roof trusses utilising

the highly effective Gang-Nail® fastening system. We can produce

trusses with span lengths up to 15 metres and heights of 5 metres to

virtually any design including laminated and curved joist sections.

Our capabilities

>> CAD/CAM

All roof truss solutions are produced using the latest CAD/CAM

facilities and modern manufacturing facilities. This enables our

design engineers to be flexible in approach, accurate and interpret

customer requirements quickly, incorporating all constructional

calculations to comply with Building Regulations.

All our personnel are trained to interpret CAD drawings to optimise

and streamline the production process and ensure that our products

are produced accurately and professionally first time every time.



>> Manufacturing facilities

Investment in our manufacturing equipment at our two production

facilities has led to Robinson Manufacturing being able to produce

high volume, accurate, high quality products on a consistent basis.

Our equipment is environmentally efficient and ensures minimal

waste of timber.

Our current facilities include:

• 2 roof truss saws

• 2 roof truss hydraulic presses

• 2 Ecojoist® saws

• 6 Ecojoist® assembly beds

• 3 Ecojoist® hydraulic presses

>> Distribution

Robinson Manufacturing use a combination of our

own fleet of vehicles along with tried and tested

contract haulage companies to distribute our

products. 

All our drivers are trained to relevant standards for

loading, storage and handling of roof trusses to

avoid product/site damage and minimise on-site

safety hazards. 

>> Express service

The Robinson Manufacturing Express Service was

introduced in 2005. This premium service ensures

that your roof truss orders are received on-site

when you need them. Turnaround of orders can be

achieved in as little as 5 working days from

completion of full and final detail.
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Robinson Manufacturing adopts a

responsible management policy to

minimise the effects our activities have on

the environment. Our production facilities

are designed to minimise waste material

and we meet and exceed required

legislation for recycling and limiting

harmful emissions.

The timber supplied and used in all our

products is obtained from sustainable

sources and these components are both

recyclable and bio-degradable. We will not

use prohibited species and will only supply

timber from legal sources.
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